
Lung and Pleura Online Class with Jeffrey Burch, 4-16-20 
Notes by Holly Krebs 

	
Goals of today's class: 
1. Working with the parenchyma of the lung - Restore its texture, relatively broad-stroke 
way of reducing stiffness in the lung tissue 
2. Differentiating different tissue types within the lungs – by working with tensional 
balance between tensions in the chest wall which like to hold the lungs in an inhale 
position and the tensions in the lungs that want to pull them into an exhale position 
 
Pumping Technique for Lungs 
Metaphor for this technique - Imagine a dry sponge, sprinkle some water on it, as we 
bend it several times, the inside becomes softer and wetter - he doesn't mean to imply that 
the mode of action of this technique is a hydration one, but just that this metaphor 
captures the felt-sense quality of the action 

• Having a listening sensitive dialogue with the tissue 
• Sink through the chest wall until you discover the texture of the lung tissue 
• Don't squeeze hard because need to listen to the texture of the sponge and move 

gradually 
• Put hand behind supine client and then top hand on chest (can do upper and lower 

lobes, left and right) 
• Ribs are the most flexible of bones, so be aware of that 
• Gently compress, a sensitive pumping, several times like you would to move the 

water into the sponge 
• Improves compliance of the lung tissue 

Pneumothorax  
• In a pneumothorax, air gets in between the lung and chest wall, so lung collapses 

away from the chest wall  
• The lung is usually held against the chest wall by the partial vacuum created by 

the lymphatic system aggressively withdrawing the serous fluid from between the 
pleural layers 

• In the pneumothorax, the chest wall inflates out, which is an immediate diagnostic 
indicator for pneumothorax  

• This phenomenon tells you that the natural tensions in the chest wall would like to 
hold it in an inhale position, so there must be an equilibrium between those 
expansive tensions in the chest wall and the pulling in tensions within the lung 
itself 

• The only place the lung is attached directly to anything is at the hylum, which is 
the conduit where the airways, vascular vessels, and nerves enter into the lungs. 
Different cords and tubes that spread out radially through the lung 

• The “trees” of these cords and tubes run radially through the lung and could be 
active in creating natural and appropriate tensions throughout the lungs 

• How much tension is in each of these systems – too much can be pulling on the 
chest wall, drawing it inward 



 
 
Exercise to experience equilibrium of tensions between natural tensions in the chest wall 
and natural tensions inside the lungs 

• Take deep breath and pause, and then just relax, chest falls faster than gravity 
would make it fall because the tensions in the lung pull it in 

• But it doesn't fall all the way to an exhale position, it falls to the equilibrium place 
between lung and chest wall tensions, you stop at the mid-point 

• Tensions of the lungs are what dropped you to the equibilibrium position 
• Opposite is an expression of tensions in the chest wall - exhale, pause, and then 

relax, you pop back to the equilibrium point 
• It's as though we have two springs attached to the lungs in opposite directions 

(separate from muscular action that acts on the lungs) that create a tensional 
equilibrium 

 
Independent tensions in brochial, vascular, and nerve trees 

• Lungs have separate lobes - right has 3; left lung has 2, but the upper one has a 
shape that makes it practical to think of it as two separate shapes 

• Glide planes/clefts/fissures run all the way to the hylum, so like we have multiple 
lungs on both sides and each lobe can have different tensions 

• The tension of each components – airway, blood vessels, and nerves – can be 
different for each lobe of the lungs 

 
Airway Tree 
Merged tube of mouth and pharynx takes in gas and food; branches at C5 into trachea and 
esophagus; trachea branches later into primary bronchii 
 
Do a series of mobility tests 
To get ahold of the bronchial tree – slide your fingers down past the larynx, it will narrow 
slightly and then you meet subtle bulge - cricoid process at the beginning of trachea 
Talk to your client about working in the area before you do since it’s a vulnerable area 
First mobility test  

• From the cricoid, pull slightly superior lateral to test the opposite side’s primary 
bronchii (To test right lobes, move cricoid left superior) 

• This gives hint about tension down there, but there could be other things in the 
throat creating tensions 

Second mobility test 
• Right lung lobes are like pie wedges pointed at 4th rib level at the sternum 
• Hold lower right lobe and gather towards 4th rib level of sternum - gives slack to 

that specific lobe 
• Maintaining the hold on the lung, move the cricoid left superior; if the movement 

was easier than the first test, there is tension in that lobe's airways which you 
lessened by giving slack to that specific bronchial tube 

 
First Barrier Stretch Load Treatment 



• First barrier means you’re slowly loading tissue in some fashion and the first hint 
of increased resistance is what we call the first barrier 

• Load a right lung lobe toward rib 4 level of sternum and move the cricoid left 
superior 

• Hold cricoid in place (a dynamic stabilization of cricoid cartilage) while slowly 
releasing pressure on lobe to let the chest to start springing back at him 

• You’re using the springiness of the chest wall to pull on the lung, when it stops 
spring back easily, it’s being pulled back by the tension in the airway 

• Pause at first level of resistance (pause in a dynamic sense - don't just stop but 
sense tendency to spring out)  

• This is giving a gentle stretch on airway tree – allowing the tube from the trachea 
down into the lobe to lengthen 

• Then slowly let chest wall spring out some more as it stretches 
• Might repeat on same lobe if need more release 
• For upper right lobe, work through shoulder girdle as a compressive long lever 
• Summary - compress lobe in, dynamically stabilize the cricoid cartilage, let lobe 

spring out to first barrier 
• If it isn't working, use less force - usually better results in manual therapy, but 

also safer for delicate lung tissue 
• Left lobes  

o are on an oblique line  
o most of bulk of the upper lobe is above 
o lingual lobe is broad and long, but not thick part of the upper left that 

comes down anteriorly, like a prolongation of the lobe, or a "tongue", so 
it's called the lingual lobe (like a sub-lobe of the upper lobe) 

o located underneath left costal cartilages 
o angle of hylum into the lingual lobe is different so the bronchial tree needs 

a different directional treatment than the upper portion of the lobe 
o treat upper and lower left lobes with same handholds as upper and lower 

right lobes 
o treat left lingual “lobe” by holding along the sternal border and compress 

towards the 4th rib sternal level 
 
Vascular Tree 

• Vascular tree tracks right along with the bronchial tree. 
• Heart is well enough ligamented to the sternum that we can use that as a handle 

for the heart 
• Same type of exercise – gather lobe towards heart, take sternum/heart away from 

lobe, follow spring back of the chest wall to test tension in the vascular tree 
• Stop at a first barrier and gently stretch this out 
• Holds are closer together here than for other areas 
• Review of technique for lingual lobe –  

o use costal cartilages of left lower ribs to hold lingual lobe;  
o first test lingual lobe movement towards the sternum to test its freedom;  



o then move sternum to left and test lingual lobe springness to test vascular 
stretch in that area 

 
 
Nerves into the Lungs 

• Vagus nerve - track right along the carotid and jugular 
• Both vagus nerves fork left and right to innervate both lungs - so both lungs have 

double vagus innervation, so need to check both vagus nerves into both lungs 
• Use cranium for handhold for vagus nerve 
• To stretch/traction the vagus nerve, rotate head to that side, sidebend away from 

that side, and extend neck 
• Then repeat the compression of each lobe and test its ability to spring back out to 

test that vagus nerve's tension into that lobe 
 
Summary 

• Airway, heart, or vagus nerve handholds are identitical on the lobes 
• Handholds for the other end are cricoid for airway tree, sternum for vascular tree, 

or cranium for vagus nerves 
• May need to recheck the other elements once you've treated the element with 

most tension first 
• Can also have lots of tension into the chest wall, so may find tensions in the chest 

wall once you've released the lungs and vice versa 
 
What is the actual treatment mechanism, do you just hold it in slack at the first barrier 
and that relieves the tension? Yes, you hold it at a first barrier, and by doing this, you're 
putting a very gentle stretch at it, so you're putting a dynamic hold on it so the barrier can 
slowly change - like pulling taffy. Tension might do some unwinding, but not necessarily. 
It’s a "Bossy unwind" - can do what it needs to, but directing it to get longer. 
 
Q&A 

• Lengthening the nerve, did that mean traction? The level of traction is at a first 
barrier stretch. I’m accomplishing that by using the cranium as a handhold to 
stretch one end of nerve and using compliance and springiness of the rib cage to 
get tension on the other end. As the ribs spring out, it puts more tension on the 
nerve. Only spring out to the first barrier and you know that you have a first 
barrier stretch load on the nerve. 

• Would you do any of these prone? He would not. He rarely works prone. And 
wouldn't do it on these techniques because can't get a good hold of the other end 
of system you're stretching. 

• Motility of the organ (Barral's definition, different from digestive motility - the 
wave-like action moving food through the tube), 7.8 cycle/minute; 3.9 seconds 
moving away from midline and then the same time back towards midline. Relates 
to embryology. Motility is as if the organ is forever trying to follow its last leg of 
embryological migration. For lungs, it's an external rotation - pushing into the 
lung space and then falling back towards the back. 



• Length of time for this treatment would vary considerable. He would recommend 
not just doing this work in a singular session so as to balance this work with the 
global picture.  

• Ventral/dorsal relationship of vagus nerve - this work doesn't relate to this much. 
Ventral/dorsal aspect of vagus relates to where they branches out of the 
brainstem. As the nerve travels through the neck and body, there is no separate 
ventral and dorsal nerve. It just refers to their different roots in the brain (slightly 
different qualities of these fibers). 

• Are these techniques are valuable for unraveling shoulder pathologies? Any 
restrictions with the lungs will affect the shoulder. With the adhesions we were 
working on Tuesday, the parietal pleura comes above top of the first rib as the 
pleural dome and is welded to the bottom of middle scalene by a lung ligament 
and to lower CS TPs, connections of pleural dome into the deep fascia of the 
shoulder; tight scalene muscles pulled down - indicator of pleural dome tension 
and can clamp brachial plexus and subclavian artery. So lung work is important to 
shoulder and neck. 

• Contraindications - if someone has history of vascular events (strokes, blood 
clots) or vascular fragility, don't do this work. 

• Osteoporosis is a contraindication for this work; osteopenia is not necessarily a 
contraindication - become familiar with systems of measuring degree of 
osteopenia, and it's a judgment call whether to do this work or not 

• Doesn't necessarily recommend bolster under the knees for these techniques. 
• What symptoms would indicate these techniques - shortness of breath, especially 

early with exercise, injury to the lungs through illness or irritant 
• Would be wary of doing this work with someone with stents in their heart? They 

are usually well anchored into their heart, so while it's a low probability that you 
would dislodge them, but wouldn't take that risk! This work would be good for 
someone with open heart surgery. Wouldn't do work on someone with a 
pacemaker. Dislodging it would be catastrophic. He's so risk averse that he 
wouldn't take the chance. 

• Is this core work for later session or would you do it in a first session? Do what's 
immediately available in a first session to improve someone's breath. His 
experience is that we don't have to work superficial to deep. The layered approach 
of the recipe isn't realistic for what's actually presenting in someone's body. If 
there's lots of tension deep, the superficial may seem slack, so may need to 
address deep tensions first. 

• Asthma, bronchitis, and smokers will have lots of fibrosity in lungs, so this work 
can be helpful for all of these folks.  

• Hyperinflated lung might not look hyperinflated on the outside, but swollen tissue 
and inflammation in the alveoli so air is stuck there, so they can’t let air out. Lung 
pumping technique may help, and anything improving lung mechanics can help. 

• How immune system affects pleural linings and pressures? Embryologically, 
lungs grow off of gut tube, so there's similarity in tissues in lungs and guts.  

• Wouldn't do this work on someone who has an illness as tissue is delicate. Active 
cough could be from non-infectious situation, like an inhaled irritant, but tissues 



will be delicate in that situation too. These techniques are appropriate for chronic 
conditions. 


